Introducing the Integrator Series Zone Mix 761

The Zone Mix 761 is the ultimate solution in zone mixing, paging, and music management designed to save integrators time and money. It is a direct replacement for the Zone Mix 760.

New Features
The Zone Mix 761 includes ARc-WEB, an AJAX/HTML5 standards-based web app that mimics the functionality of the ARc-2e wall panel remote. ARc-WEB is compatible with many popular web browsers, operating systems and devices, including iPhone / iPad and Android.

Integrators can build four separate ARc-WEB per 761 hardware device.

Additionally, the Zone Mix 761 has 4 open collector logic outputs that can be used to drive LED indicators, relays, or external analog automation. The state of the open collector outputs can be assigned to specific presets when creating a “zone preset”.

Hardware Differences
The Zone Mix 761 RS-232 has been changed from a standard 9 pin adapter to a 3.81 mm terminal block connector with Ground, TX, and RX connections for simple wiring to a third party remote. The RS-232 connection is now found next to the RS-485 port used for ARC remotes.

Furthermore, the Zone Mix 761 now uses an external power supply making power supply replacements in an emergency faster, cheaper, and more convenient for end users.

Finally, the Zone Mix 761 front panel has been updated to the new Symetrix standard with a silver a bezel.

For additional information on this topic email Symetrix technical support at support@symetrix.co.